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About This Content

Take control of the iconic DB BR 112.1 in this Pro Range addition for Train Simulator.

In the wake of the 1973 Oil Crisis, Deutsche Reichsbahn were looking to reinstate their electrification of East Germany. Many
of DR’s locomotives were ex-Russian models, that when combined with the cheap fuel offered by them also, made for a hefty

fleet of reliable diesels. DR were looking to replace these Russian diesels with modern, electrically-equipped motive power. The
trusted LEW Hennigsdorf developed upon the successful DR BR 250 design to make a new electric locomotive a reality. This

new model would be more passenger-focused whereas the DR 250 was primarily for freight haulage.

By 1982, the first prototype, numbered 212 001, made its public debut in Leipzig. After a public display, extensive testing was
performed and it was initially decided to mass-produce a locomotive which featured a lower than designed top speed, simply

because of the limiting infrastructure of the time. This re-geared locomotive would go on to become the DB BR 143.

The reunification of Germany sparked an era of modernisation for the country’s railways. Many routes were being configured
for 120+ km/h running, and due to the 143’s restrictive 120 km/h cap, DR and BR were now in need of a new batch of

locomotives. They turned to LEW Hennigsdorf’s successor, AEG, to re-introduce the original, 160 km/h capable, 212 001
prototype as a production locomotive. Introduced as the BR 212, this new locomotive was the first to be jointly operated by both

Deutsche Reichsbahn and Deutsche Bundesbahn, and as a result quickly became a motive symbol of German reunification.

Being a ‘Universal’ locomotive, construction methods and specific details were on par with previous designs. The main
difference to the previous DB BR 155 was the removal of two axles, leaving behind a more passenger-suited Bo-Bo

configuration. Despite their rather box-like design, these locomotives’ journeys were kept smooth due to reliable suspension in
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the chassis.

After the success of the DB BR 112, both DB and DR went onto order 45 improved variations, the DB BR 112.1; these two
locos were very similar in external design, perhaps the only obvious difference being the revised headlight cluster on the newer

model. The other major difference was inclusion of LZB from the outset. The DB BR 112.1’s were built by LEW Hennigsdorfs’
successor, AEG and after a few teething problems were set to operate InterRegio services.

In recent years, the DB BR 112 fleet has been split in two. The 112.1’s frequently take power at the helm of DB Regio services,
while the original 112.0’s were reclassified as the DB BR 114.0, purely owing to their dedication to Berlin-based operations.

With all the reclassification, including within the original DB BR 143 fleet, it is considered that there are too many numbers for
so few differences.

There is no denying, the Universal locomotives of LEW Hennigsdorf helped shape the railway services that are still seen to this
day. Reliable locomotives such as the DB BR 112.1 have served at the helm for many years, and is now available for Train

Simulator, courtesy of Partner Programme developer, Virtual Railroads.

The DB BR 112.1 for Train Simulator is fully featured, including everything from battery isolation to manual traction motor
blowers. A full cold start sequence is featured, along with the complex Sifa and PZB safety systems and even neutral section EL-

signals. A selection of career scenarios is included for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway plus Quick Drive consists that display
various examples of the BR 112.1 fleet.

Scenarios

The DB BR 112.1 Loco Add-on includes career scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route:

Container cargo

Regional Express to Hamburg

Regional train to Bad Oldesloe

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Authentic and prototypical simulation of the DB BR 112.1, including electrical, safety and control systems setup

Accurate and highly detailed cab featuring PZB 90 and SiFA in-cab safety systems and much more

Challenging career scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route

Quick Drive compatible
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® 7 / 8.1

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB - 1GB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:40 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

Graphics:Laptop versions of these chipsets may work but are not supported. Updates to your video and sound card drivers may
be required

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,German
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Where to start here...i'm old enough to have played Kick Off (Super Kick Off on the Master System but also KO2 on WinUAE)
as well as Sensible Soccer in various versions and i wonder: Why does this get compared to those games?

I bought this game quite a while ago, the updates are rare and the gameplay just isn't even up to Kick Off 2 levels, let alone
Sensible Soccer where you had full control of your team, could set up formations and had to juggle players to avoid the dreaded
red X and hoping to get a green mark which. This is not available here, the only thing you have is a basic formation option like
3-3-2, 4-4-2, 4-4-2 diamond, 5-3-2 and the likes but you can't chose your players. There are no substituions either and
apparently every team just has 11 players with skills you never see.

The gameplay is very basic on the likes as, as the store page correctly says Microprose Soccer or Tekhan Soccer, nothing fancy,
you can't do headers or bicycle kicks. Shooting in high passes to the penalty arey results in some weird shots.
If i had to make a comparison, and i really played a ton of football games (and my faves are still ISS Deluxe, Super Sidekicks 3,
Action Soccer, the Nekketsu games on the NES and the few good FIFAs and PESs in between) this really reminds me of World
Cup Italia '90 on the Mega Drive\/Genesis, though even there players at least could do bicycle kicks and you were able to
control the goalie.

The only gamemodes are friendly match, a season (ends after 1, no cups, nothing) and challenge which is some leaderboard
stuff, you play against the CPU which gets better game after game until you lose, you get a score, that's it)

The graphics are basic and they don't have the cuteness Sensible Soccer (or some of its clones like Football Glory\/Fussball
Total from CroTeam) has nor does it look good. You also never see any crowd or the stadium, let alone gags like, again Football
Glory had, like the streakers, or a dog chasing the refeere or things like that.
Sound is sparse.
You can change the controls at least but again, the buttons in the menus don't change if you use a gamepad. I changed the
controls so shooting is X, Passing is A but while the buttons do their functions, i still get shown B for leaving a menus (which is
now mapped on X) which is really amateur.

Honestly, instead of getting this, get Sensible World of Soccer 96\/97 on gog for half the price, it's still way more awesome, has
a manager mode, tons more teams, tons more playmodes, better gameplay, there's a reason why that game still gets season
updates from the community.. I wish I could recommend this game

+ Graphics, story (even though overly vague), and horror atmosphere are really nice.
Unfortunatelly the gameplay and mechanics are very flawed to be an enjoyable game to play:
- - puzzles hardly make any sense
- - sometimes you die out of nowhere
- - unskippable, slow, unnecessary and somewhat long cutscenes
- - worst of all: there's no save so whenever you die you need to play the level ALL OVER from scratch

The team has potential. I hope they learn from these details and achieve their true potential the following games.. I'd Still Smash
fam I mean Adam dosen't know what he's missin. Very nerve, finger, mind relaxing game. Your job is to get the string last.
I would say it relaxes so much you don't want to play it because it becomes so too hard for being too easy.. As many people have
mentioned DO NOT BUY THIS DLC. Games crashes partway through the story and it's pretty iffy whether you'll be able to
find a way past it. Last I checked the developers still have not fixed it or even acknowledged the issue.. make it rain with this
pack. Brilliant. It's the game I've always wanted to play. It can be a little daunting at first but once you get used to it then its a
blast
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I got x3 epic and x1 legendary recommended for new players i got x1 Poison Bullfrog, x1 Rhythm of the Wyld x2 Sage of
croaks.. Loved it, so many choices, so many options your story can go, it's amazing.. THIS GAME IS THE BEST GAME I
THINK I EVER PLAYED TRUST ME I WOULD RATHER KILL A CHILD THAN STOP PLAYING THIS GAME, LAST
TIME I PLAYED IT IT WAS FOR 6000000000HRS STRAIGHT THEN I ONLY STOPPED TO WRITE THIS ♥♥♥♥♥♥
REVIEW I SHUD BE BACK THERE PLAYING IT, THEN AFTER I PLAYED IT I CAME SOOOO MUCH LIKE A
RAINBOW TO THE SKY THEN MY♥♥♥♥♥♥♥WENT HARD AND I LICKED IT LIKE ALLAH'S PENCIL CASE.
THEN I WAS WHISPERED TO BY GOD AND HE SAID 'THEO THERES MAGIC IN THE WIZARDS' AND I SAID
'DiZZy WiZZaRDz????' AND HE REPLIED YES MY CHILD THE DIZZIEST OF WIZZARDS AND THEN I FELL OVER
ON A BANANA GOT IMPALED GAVE BIRTH AND ZEN BOUND 2 SAVED ME. SO GET IT. I have nineteen hours in
this game.

Those hours were consecutive.

Take that as you will.

. worst game on the planet

- whatever resolution you choose, you have to scroll in all directions all the Time because Screen is not fitting
- multiplayer matchmaking does not function well. sessions get stuck before starting and you have severall sessions open
  which you cant close
- graphics 0\/10

DONT BUY THIS EVEN ON 90% SALE. ITS JUST SPAMMING YOUR DISC !!!. great cheap game worth the price
especially in the sale
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